
, 

b 

b 

stronger than the Ferrel cell. 

3. Since large-scale fiow is in quasi-geostrophic ba-

lance, v-~vg =a?~rglax(~g : geostrophic streamfunc-

tion) with errors on the order of 10%. Noting 

that [vg] = [a~glax] =0, we find that [v] is 

ageostrophic, which is much smaller in magnitude 

(--1/10) than the geostrophic flow. On the 

other hand, u* and v* are dominated by their 

geostrophic flow components, and then the pro-

duct u*v* does not exhibit significant cancellation 

along the latitude circles. ~ Therefore [u*v*] tends 

to be estimated much more accurately than [v] . 

4. In quasi-geostrophic scaling, 

[v*ep*] = [f-1(aep*/ax)c*] = f-1 [a(O. 5ep*2)lax] 

=0. 

5. [uv] : time mean of zonally-averaged total 

poleward transport of zonal momentum. 

[ti] [V] : poleward transport of zonal momentum 

associated with time-averaged, (zonal) 

mean meridional circulation. 

[u] / [v] I : time-mean poleward transport of zonal 

momentum associated with transient 

mean meridional circulation. 

[u*v*] : time-mean poleward transport of zonal 

momentum associated with steady and 

transient eddies. 

6. (1) kinematic method : 

After a direct measurement of [v] , [Q,] is 

inferred through the zonally averaged con-

tinuity equation. However, [v] is quite 

hard to measure accurately, because [v] is 

ageostrophic. 

(2) momentum method : 

In this method [v] is estimated as a resi-

dual of the zonally averaged momentum 

equation, i.e., [v] =f-1(a [u]/at-G-F), 
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where the convergence of poleward flux 

of zonal momentum, G, the external force, 

F, and the momentum tendency, a [u]/at 

have to be measured. Note that no direct 

measurement of ageostrophic quantities is 

required. Then the zonally averaged con-

tinuity equation is used for the estimation 

of [Q,] ･ This method is not suitable for in-

situ estimation, in which a [u]/at is un-

known. 

(3) thermodynamic method : 

In this method [(o] is estimated as a resi-

dual of the zonally averaged thermodynamic 

equation, i.e., [(o] =0~1(a[a]/at-B-Q), 

where the convergence of poleward heat 

flux, B, the diabatic heating, Q, the sta-

bility parameter, c, and the thermal tendency, 

a [a]/at have to be measured. Note that 

no ageostrophic quantities are measured 

directly. Then the zonally averaged con-

tinuity equation is applied for the estima-

tion of [v] . This method is not suitable 

for in-situ estimation either. 

(4) (o-equation method : 

First, form a diagnostic equation for the 

streamfunction, x for [v] and [co] by eliminat-

ing the tendency terms in the momentum 

and thermodynamic equations using thermal 

wind balance. The consequent equation is 

what is usually called the co-equation, i.e., 

Xyy + (frl6)Xpp = 0~1 (B + Q)y - ( flo) 

(G+F)p, with [v] =xp and [o'] = -Xy' No 

ageostrophic quantities are measured direct-

ly. Since no tendency terms appear explicit-

ly, this method can be applied even to in-

srtu estrmatron. 
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